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Welcome
Happy New Year, and a very warm
welcome to Q1 2021’s edition of
‘BA Digest’ magazine. At risk of
using a well-worn cliché, I think we
can all agree that 2020 was
‘unprecedented’ and one that will
have affected us all in different
ways. As we move into 2021, it
seems inevitable that organisations
will continue to adapt and change,
sometimes by necessity and
sometimes through choice, and
business analysis will remain
central. Yet the business analysis
discipline is continually evolving,
and in this edition we’ve aimed to
bring you a range of perspectives
on what that evolution might look
like. I’d like to extend a massive
thank you to all of the authors who
have contributed to this edition.

If you would like to submit an
article for a future edition, please
do get in touch, we’d love to hear
from you.
As ever, I hope that you find the
articles in this edition interesting,
practical and thought provoking.
Please feel free to pass this
magazine on to any colleagues who
you think may be interested, and do
remember that you can sign up to
the BA Digest mailing list by
visiting www.badigest.co.uk.
Very best wishes, hope to catch up
soon,

Adrian
Adrian Reed, Blackmetric
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A Product Lives
by Its Principles
Alina Ghiarasim

(Originally published on medium.com.
Republished with permission.)

product strategy provides the roadmap
to get there, the product principles help
us decide what is important to be considered along the way.

Values are powerful. They reflect what
is important to us and they define who
we are, the decisions we make and, most
importantly, they drive our future.
Understanding our values and the things
that are truly important to us helps keep
balance in our lives. Generally if we do
something that does not fit with our
values then we feel uncomfortable,
unhappy or stressed. When we lose
touch with them we lose direction. But
when we follow them we feel we are on
the right path.

Product principles are the fundamental
values that support and justify all the
actions and decisions with regards to
the product.
They can be seen and used in different
ways, and here are some views that I find
most relevant.

A Framework for Decision
Making

Product Principles are for products
what core values are for individuals.
They reflect the values around which a
product is built. While the product vision
paints an ambitious future state and the

Product Principles are a big part of the
product’s unique identity and leadership.
They are a set of beliefs and intentions
that provide direction and guidance to
the team.
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For sure lots of teams can recall difficult
decisions that they had to make where
the right answer was not straightforward
from the product vision only. The gap
between the strategic objectives
and operational activities is filled in the
by the product principles. Every day
product teams take a lot of decisions —
some of them are small, some of them
are more critical and have a big impact.
In time teams observe patterns and ways
of doing things when they take good
decisions, but also when they take bad
decisions. So they learn what they do
well and what they don’t do well. All
this learning is the emerging point of
product principles which become
embedded in the way product teams
work.

Principles are authentic only if they have
an active influence and if the product
and product team live by them, at least
most of the time.
In some cases, the principles are simply
a tool for the product teams. But, in other
cases, the principles could be public and
serve as a clear statement of what the
product is promoting — for users, customers and partners.
Principles educate the customers about
the identity of the product. Especially
in this competitive world, having a set
of specific principles that speak to the
public could be a market differentiator.
They can become a tool for winning and
retaining customers when the product
holds the values that clients are looking
for.

Questions like “should we implement
this new capability?”, “should we consider a new customer segment?”, “what
should be our next priority?”, “how do
we measure the benefits of a feature?”,
“should we stop working on this?” can
be more easily answered if principles are
kept in mind.

An Inspirational Manifesto
Product principles need to be connected
with the product teams at an emotional
level. They should get them excited and
motivated that they are doing the right
thing for the product and for the world.
They should be an internal reference for
what is good or bad, desirable or undesirable in the product that teams are
building. Great product principles drive
the teams’ mindset from “just doing
work” to “adding value and creating
something extraordinary”.

For example, if one of the principles is
to never compromise on the quality of
the product, then any action not satisfying this standard is easily eliminated.
Product principles need to be specific
enough that we can measure decisions
and results against them. They are a tool
to create alignment and a common
vocabulary that result in faster decisions
and quality outcomes.

When we immerse in the daily work it’s
easy to get lost in delivery and forget
what we’re actually trying to achieve,
but product principles could act as an
emotional liaison among the team
members keeping them united and

A Market Differentiator
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giving them a sense of accomplishment
of something that truly matters.

��

Can we buy instead of build?

��

We should not need a training
manual to be able to do this!

Examples

Anti-Principle:

Here are a few principles that emerged
from the lessons we learned when
working on a specific product. In this
case it was critical to change the mindset
of the team to challenge more the status
quo and always try to innovate, so
product principles focused a lot on these
aspects. Defining the principles helped
us break wrong thinking patterns, focus
on the right questions and always take
the best decisions for the good of the
product.

��

Principle: Own it, love it!
��

We know how the product
works, why it works like this
and how to best use it

��

We will protect the product
(from complications, conflicting features, etc.)

��

How does our product impact
(help) the real world?

Principle: Promote good user habits
��

Have we considered what
behaviour this will drive on to
the user?

��

How did we improve the user’s
experience?

��

Anti-Principle:
��

We are not afraid to
challenge/change a current
behaviour to a better one

When product teams are struggling with
endless discussions, difficult decisions
or disconnected ways of working, they
need to pause and remind themselves
what are the principles they should be
thinking and working by. Because principles enable decisions and decisions
drive success. And this is what product
principles are all about — product success.

We know it’s not ideal, but this
is how it works right now

Principle: Less is more
��

Do we really need this (task)?
How can we achieve this (task)
with less?

��

Can we achieve the goal
without manual work?

We don’t know what this is or
why we are doing this or how
this will be used or what benefit
it brings

To Sum It Up…

Anti-principle:
��

I just need another button, just
another checkbox, just another
upload!
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Interview: Liz Calder on
Cognitive Biases and Business
Analysis
Liz Calder & Adrian Reed

I saw Dr Liz Calder of Blue Raccoon’s
presentation discussing cognitive biases
at the BA Conference Europe 2017, and
was keen to find out more (particularly
as Liz had developed an entire course on
the subject)! Liz has such a wide range
of experience, in organisations large
and small, and she brings insights from
psychology and behavioural economics
into her work.

You’ve spoken at a number
of conferences about cognitive biases. What exactly is a
cognitive bias?
A Cognitive Bias is an intrinsic error in
the way people think. Every day we
make hundreds of decisions, some big
and some small. There isn’t enough time
in the day to weigh up all the facts for
every decision we make so the brain uses
mental shortcuts for speed. These shortcuts are a mixture of inherent behaviour
and previous experience and, in order to
be quick, the brain simplifies issues and
throws out a lot of the information
available to it. Because of this simplification the outcome is not always the one
you get if you take the time to logically
analyse a situation. Because they happen
so quickly we aren’t even aware these
shortcuts are happening; we just decide
on something and move on.

I recently caught up with Liz for a
‘virtual’ chat, and she shared some really
interesting insight:
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That sounds really interesting, are you able to give a
few examples that will be
particularly relevant for the
BA community?

BAs often play a key part in
helping organisations make
project decisions. So are
cognitive biases all about
such decisions, or are there
other ways that they are relevant to BAs too?

A common one is Confirmation
Bias where people select information
that confirms their beliefs, and ignore
information that disproves them. Most
of us have been asked to ‘just implement
this software’ in our work and confirmation bias can mean proof that a particular
software package is not fit for purpose
is simply ignored. As BAs our job is to
understand the problem our customer
wants to solve and confirm the chosen
solution is the right one.

Cognitive biases affect many areas of
our thinking, including how we interact
with people.
Some examples are:
● The Bandwagon Effect where
where one person’s view is
accepted by everyone, and
diverse viewpoints are lost.

Another one is the Sunk Cost Fallacy.
This is when you continue with a project
or activity because of the time or money
that has been invested in it, even when
it has no benefits in the future. Logically,
if a project has no future benefits then
you should stop it.

● The Authority Bias where we
put greater weight on the
opinion of an authority figure
than we do on our own.
● The Halo Effect when our
overall impression of a person
influences how we view their
character. So, an overall
impression of a person (“He is
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nice!”) affects how we assess
other traits (“He is also smart!”).
These all show why it is really important
for BAs to understand and manage
stakeholders carefully in a project.

What would be your biggest
three tips for ensuring a
smooth, and ‘bias-free’,
project (if such a thing
exists!)?

So how can we help ourselves and others from falling
into the traps laid for us by
our cognitive biases?

● Be aware of key biases.
● Use your BA toolbox – structured problem solving methods
help people explore all facets of
an issue rather than jumping to
conclusions.

It’s hard to completely avoid biases as
they are the result of thinking patterns
and shortcuts that we aren’t even aware
of.

● Prevent yourself, and other
people working long hours
without rest.

The first step in overcoming them is to
be aware that they exist – then you can
watch out for them! So, if you know that
the Confirmation Bias means people
latch onto information that proves a
point then you can consciously decide
to look for information that disproves it.
Studies also show that we rely more on
our mental shortcuts when we are tired
or hungry as it is easier for our brains.
So take regular breaks in workshops and
design sessions so you get the best out
of the participants.
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ter where BAs and other project professionals can take that time.

Liz, thanks so much for
taking part in this interview.
I am sure many readers will
want to connect with you,
and read more about the
topic. How can people stay in
touch–do you have a
website/blog? And tell us a
bit about your upcoming
course.

About Liz
Dr Liz Calder is a consultant Business
Analyst based in Cheshire. Her experience ranges from leading cross functional and global teams in large
organisations to being part of a small
digital agency team. Whatever the environment she knows that what makes a
project a success is the combination of
good project practice and getting the best
from the people in your project. In her
work she uses insights from the fields of
psychology & behavioural economics to
get for the best outcomes for all those
involved and speaks regularly on this.
Liz is Director of Blue Raccoon Ltd, a
Business Analysis consultancy and is
currently the IIBAUK Communities
Director for the Scotland and North
regions.

Yes, I do have a website and blog. You
can
find
that
here:
blueraccoon.co.uk/articles . I am also
on twitter as @LizCalder and LinkedIn.
In my talks on Cognitive biases I discuss
various biases and what BAs can do
about them in their projects. People
always want to know much more than
we have time to discuss, so I have
developed a full day course that I am
running in October in central Manches-

A massive thanks to Liz for sparing the
time to take part in this interview!

Would you like to advertise in BA Digest?
Do you offer services to the BA community?
Would you like to reach thousands of engaged business analysts?
Why not consider advertising in BA Digest.
Contact us for further information and rates.

www.blackmetric.com/contact-us-2
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What Ever
Happened to
#NoProjects? Post-Projects
Allan Kelly
(Originally
published
on
allankellyassociates.co.uk. Republished
with permission.)

publicity. If we wanted to publicise an
event one only had to add #NoProjects
to a tweet and stand back.

“I’m frankly amazed at how far the
#NoProjects
throwaway
Twitter
comment travelled. But even today, in
the bank where I work, the same problems caused by project-oriented
approach to software are manifest as the
problems I saw at xxxx xxx years
ago.” Joshua Arnold

And now?
There are at least 3 books on the
subject: #NoProjects by Evan Laybourn
and Shane Hastie, Live happily ever
after without Projects by Dimitri Favre
and my own Project Myopia, plus the
companion Continuous Digital. (You
can get Project Myopia for free by
signing up to the email version of my
blog.)

Once upon a time, 2 or 3 years
back, #NoProjects was a hot topic – so
hot it was frequently in flames on Twitter. For many of the #NoProjects critics
it was little different from #NoEstimates.
It sometimes felt that to mention either
on Twitter was like pulling the pin and
tossing a hand grenade into a room.

The hashtag still gets used but far less
often, the critics have fallen back and
rarely give battle and as I’ve said before
#NoProjects won. But, as a recent conversation on the old #NoProject Slack
channel asked: why do we still have
projects? Why does nobody activity say
they do #NoProjects?

I never blocked anyone but I did mentally tune out several of those critics and
ignore their messages. However I should
say thank you to them, in the early days
they did help flesh out the argument. In
the later days were a great source of

In part that is because No doesn’t tell
you what to do, it tells you what not to
do, so what do you do?
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In retrospect we didn’t have the language to express what we were trying to
say, over time with the idea floating
around we found that language:
Outcome oriented, Teams over Projects,
Products over projects, Product centric,
Stable teams and similar expressions all
convey the same idea: it’s not about
doing a project, it’s not even about doing
agile, it is about creating sustainable
outcomes and business advantage.

those in positions of management
authority – built their success on delivering IT projects. Only as this generation
relinquishes leadership will things
change.

The same thinking is embedded
in AgendaShift, “The Spotify Model”,
SAFe and other frameworks. These are
continuity models rather than the stopgo project model. One might call all
these ideas and models post-project
thinking.

For digital start-ups this isn’t an issue:
they are born post-project, they create
digital products, the business and technology are inseparable. The project
model is counter to their DNA.

Optimistically I remember what science
fiction author William Gibson once said:
“The future is here, it’s just unevenly
spread around”

Some legacy companies have consciously gone post-project and are recognising the benefits: the capitalist
model suggests these early movers and
risk takers – will gain the most. Other
legacy companies have adopted parts of
the continuous model but cling to the
project model too, some will make the
full jump, some, most?, will fall back.

In many ways the hashtag died because
we found better, and less confrontational, language to express ourselves.
There was a growing, if implicit, understanding that this is digital not IT, it is
about digital business, and that means
continuity. The project model of IT is
dead.

Unfortunately Covid, the hangover of
bail-outs from the 2007-8 financial crash
and failure to break up monopolies
(Google, Facebook, Amazon specifically) mean capitalism is not exerting its
usual Darwinian force.

Which begs the question: why aren’t
these approaches more widespread?
The thinking is there, the argument has
been made against projects and for
alternative models, and you would be
hard pressed to find a significant advocate of agile who would argue differently but companies are still,
overwhelmingly, project oriented.

Projects will exist for a long time yet,
#NoProjects will continue small scale
disruption but in the long term the
post-project organisations will win out.
Hopefully I’ll be alive to see it but I have
no illusion, the rest of my career will be
spent undoing the damage the project
model does.

When I’m being cynical I’d say, like
agile, it is a generational thing. The
current generation of leaders – or at least
12

Cartoon Villain
or Just Misunderstood? :
Don't Judge a Stakeholder
by Their Actions Alone
Adrian Reed
Defining and implementing change is an
inherently human endeavour, and
working closely with stakeholders is a
crucial part of the BA role. Different
stakeholders will, quite naturally, have
different perspectives on the various

situations that we find ourselves trying
to change and improve. This will be no
surprise to anyone reading this blog—I
am certain we’ve all worked in situations
where there has been stakeholder disagreement and we’ve probably all worked
13

with individuals who seem to have
ulterior motives.

expecting them to be obstructive and
annoying, perhaps we’ll predispose ourselves to finding them that way…

When analysing the stakeholder landscape it’s very tempting to start assessing stakeholders by their actions. This
may seem a completely logical
approach, after all as the saying goes
“actions speak louder than words”.

Let’s take a curve-ball example. Imagine
you receive a birthday card from a
friend, it arrives two days early and has
a second-class postage stamp on it. You
might attribute significance to the fact
that a second class stamp has been used.

The trouble is that people are somewhat
more complex than we might imagine,
and if we judge people by their actions
alone, without speaking with them to
gain their perspective, then we risk
making assumptions that may prove to
be completely wrong. “Ah, that stakeholder is rejecting all of my meeting
requests therefore they must be completely uninterested in the project.” Well
that might be true; equally they might be
swamped with work, recovering from a
long-term illness or balancing some
other urgent non-work tasks alongside
their project obligations. Just because
something is possible and maybe
even
plausible
doesn’t
mean
it’s accurate.

“Wow, what an insult… they don’t even
think I’m worth the cost of a first class
stamp”
Yet the reality might be that they are
super-organised, have your birthday in
their diary system and send the card
early to ensure it’s on time—they really
care. Or it might be that they only had
second class stamps at the grocery store
when they went to buy them. Without
speaking to them, it’s hard to know…
but as humans we seem to delight in
creating stories about what other humans
have done and why they have done it!

Understand The ‘Backstory’:
People Usually Have A
Reason

Beware The ‘Cartoon
Villain’

OK, so in a business situation we probably wouldn’t be fussing over
stamps but we might observe other
actions and attribute some kind of motivation or intent to them which may or
may not be true.

It’s very easy to get drawn into creating
a ‘cartoon villain’. Perhaps you’ve experienced this, a stakeholder who just
seems to be so obstructive all of the
time and everything they do is just so…
well… irritating. The danger here is that
we end up viewing their actions
through our own ‘lens’. We are interpreting their actions and ascribing meaning
to them, and that meaning might not be
what was intended at all. And if we are

I can only speak from personal experience, but when it comes to work-life I
have tended to find that people usually
have a genuine reason for doing things,
and sometimes one that an observer may
14

not have known or expected. People are
juggling different priorities both inside
and outside work, and viewing individual actions out of context can lead us to
assume things that are way off the mark.
Someone rejecting meetings, constantly
turning up late or failing to deliver on
time might have a range of pressures,
and only by understanding a relevant
portion of this ‘backstory’ will we be
able to begin to understand what is going
on.

others however well-intended should be
called out and escalated. As analysts
working on the ground, we often meet a
lot of people and have a unique insight
into how people are actually treated. It
is ethically imperative that we call out
anything which crosses the threshold of
acceptability.
In summary: Stakeholder analysis is a
complex discipline requiring us to get to
know the views and perspectives of
those interested, involved and affected
in a problematical situation. It’s important that we don’t project our own values
and expectations onto the actions of our
stakeholders—else we might make dangerous conclusions!

There’s a Threshold: Call
Out the Unacceptable
However, there are limits. Actions that
are ‘toxic’ or cause harm or distress to

CLICK FOR MORE INFO AND TO BOOK YOUR PLACE
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BA Matchmaking; Behind the
Scenes of the IIBA UK
Mentoring Scheme
Saffron House, Director of
Professional Development for IIBA UK

Ever wondered what happens when you
apply to join IIBA UK’s annual mentoring scheme? How do they create successful pairings, ensuring a good match
between mentees and mentors? Find out
more in this article by Saffron House,
Director of Professional Development
for IIBA UK.

later, I was delighted to learn I had been
accepted onto the scheme.
Fast forward several years and I found
myself on the inside of the planning and
preparation for the 2020 scheme of the
annual mentoring scheme. Having
become Director of Professional Development earlier that year, I learned that
the mentoring scheme was one of the
biggest responsibilities of that Director.
One of the exciting parts of this involved
matching potential applicants together.
This was to be a fun task for the long
cold nights between Christmas and New
Year when all there was on the telly was
Christmas specials and repeats.

Four years ago, I spotted an invitation to
join the IIBA UK Mentoring scheme. At
the time, I had recently begun leading
the BA practice at my organisation,
Ordnance Survey. I felt I was in a good
position to use my experience and
knowledge to benefit others and to give
back to the profession. My confidence
was at a new high. Looking back, I have
to be honest - I recall very little about
the application process, other than that I
felt excited and intrigued. A short while

What I hear you say- surely there is some
kind of algorithm that matches mentees
with mentors based on simple and
16

explicit criteria??? Well guess what –
that is not the case! It’s actually done by
a human being – me - the Director of
Professional Development, whilst juggling the cat on her lap and a cup of tea
and a biscuit in the other. Yes folks, in
truth the matching process, is more of an
art than a science.

career direction in general, while for
some applicants, they were not yet
working as a BA and really wanted help
to get started. Others were actively
studying for qualifications and as it
happened, we had some very well qualified Mentors whom we were able to
match these Mentees with. Another
common objective was a Mentee’s wish
to break out of their current industry into
something different, with those Mentees
looking to widen their understanding of
how the BA role is applied or even to be
matched with a Mentor from their target
industry. We also aim to take account of
experience, so an application to be a
Mentee from someone with 10 years’
experience, will be matched with a
Mentor with perhaps 15 years’ experience.

So how do I match potential Mentors
and Mentees? One of the key criteria that
I look for is that ideally, each party
should come from a different industry.
From a practical perspective, this
reduces the likelihood that they have
worked together or have close mutual
contacts, which itself promotes the creation of a safe environment where
matters shared are unlikely to compromise confidentiality. But more importantly, it stimulates curiosity for the
Mentee, and particularly for the Mentor.
Business analysis conducted in formal
projects within larger financial companies often follows a well-trodden path
whilst smaller, newer industries may
employ a different set of tools, techniques and artefacts. Comparing, contrasting and learning from these different
approaches is so useful.

With over 70 applications to consider, I
got through a lot of cups of tea (and
coffee). It was a bit like a puzzle, but
eventually, the magic was complete and
we were good to go. We do sometimes
have a few applications for which there
isn’t space and those are always placed
in reserve. This year’s mentoring
scheme opens from 11th January 2021
till towards the end of the month when
I will have the exciting job of running
the matching process again. I really
would encourage you to apply – for
more
details
click
here
iibauk.org/mentoring

Another aim of the matching process is
to match based on skills and needs. All
applicants are asked to set out their
objectives so that we can do our best to
facilitate these through the match we
make. Looking back on last year’s applications, there were some common objectives amongst Mentees. As you might
expect, career direction was a popular
theme including a desire to understand
how to and to begin to move towards a
more BA senior role or to clarify their

I hope you found this article gave you
new insight into the scheme and how
applicants are matched. All the best,
Saffron Director of Professional Development IIBA UK contact me via
saffron.house iibauk.org
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Confessions of a BA:
Deleting My 'CYA File'
Adrian Reed
Back in the dim and distant past, I
worked in a highly political organisation. In reality I suspect anywhere there
are humans there will be politics, but this
organisation had such prolific politicking it was on another level. With so
much political posturing—particularly
from middle-managers—I felt really
exposed as a BA. After all, as BAs we
are usually facilitating change, and quite
often the sort of change that will affect
the ‘empires’ of those that are playing
the political game. I started to experience
situations where certain stakeholders
would have ‘momentary losses of
memory’ — they would have agreed to
something verbally the previous day, but
then all of a sudden they couldn’t recall
that conversation at all. Curious.

full-on ‘auditable’ mode. I followed up
conversations and phone calls with long,
tortuous e-mails. I asked for verbal
confirmation to be followed up in writing. I even had an e-mail folder titled
‘CYA’ — for the colloquial metaphor
of ‘covering your a**’. I kept everything in the CYA file — responses,
notes, acknowledgements. If I couldn’t
get written confirmation from someone,
I’d write myself an e-mail with a
summary of what is discussed, so it had
a time stamp.
Over time, my CYA file grew and grew.
You’d be forgiven for thinking I was
working on a project that was related to
national security or one that was safety
critical. It wasn’t either of those things—
it was important for the competitive
advantage of the organisation, but
nobody’s life was on the line.

I did what I suppose most of us would
do: I went on the defensive. I wanted to
ensure that I was covered. I went into
18

This was a period where I was putting
in some very long hours. One evening,
as the cleaners were making their way
around the office, I found myself staring
into my e-mail inbox, and noticing the
bulging CYA folder. In one of those
moments of clarity that a tired, caffeinedriven brain sometimes inspires, I asked
myself:

BA: “I think you’ll find that on 2nd
August at 14:08 you stated in an e-mail
that widgets should only ever be green.
This was subsequently discussed in a
meeting on 3rd August where you
decided they could be green or orange”
Stakeholder A: “What is this, a court
case? And actually, isn’t it my department actually funding this project….?!”

“Why am I doing this? Why do I need to
worry with all of this CYA stuff?”

We might be completely right in our
statement that they’d stated that widgets
should be green or orange. Yet pulling
out an old e-mail as ‘Exhibit A’ is
unlikely to build our relationships with
them. And after all, things do change…
and surely it’s better to ensure that we
are delivering the ‘right’ thing? And
arguably, in ever-changing and adaptive
environments, our time is better spent
understanding the shifting sands to
establish where change is likely as
opposed to judiciously filing written
statements in a CYA file.

I was working with an immediate team
that I absolutely trusted. My manager at
the time was fantastic; in fact everyone
in the BA team was supportive and
understood the tricky stakeholder landscape that we were all traversing.
As I stared at my screen, I wondered:
“What if I spent my energy differently…?”

Building Trust Over CYA

I couldn’t remember a single time I’d
ever actually used something from the
file. It just never felt right to do so. If a
situation occurred, the situation needed
dealing with. Games of “he said, she
said” aren’t front of the organisation’s
mind at that time. My CYA file was
basically just ‘waste’.

There are of course times when keeping
appropriate records are important, not
least for traceability, and I’m certainly
not arguing against that. But in my case
it had become excessive to the point of
being largely useless.
If we are brutally honest, pulling out a
record from a ‘CYA file’ is unlikely to
actually have the effect that we expect.
Imagine the scene:

Building Rapport and
Anticipating Needs
In my case, I decided to change tack and
to re-focus my energy on better understanding the situation, the stakeholders
and anticipate what their needs might be.
Of course, I was doing this already, but

Stakeholder A: “OK, so my view has
always been that the widget should be
blue”
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‘freeing’ myself from the perceived
bureaucracy of CYA record-keeping
bought me more time.

to be followed up in an e-mail? How
slow would that make everything?

The Outcome

I started to think of things differently.
When I had the intuition that something
wasn’t right, and there was a reason to
distrust the stakeholder, rather than
getting everything in writing I spent
more effort on the relationship. I spent
time understanding their perspective,
their worldview. It sounds so obvious in
retrospect, doesn’t it? Yet in the ‘heat of
the battle’ (and at times it really did feel
like a battle) it was completely counterintuitive.

I would love to say that after I changed
approach, everything was smooth sailing
and ‘we all lived happily ever after’.
That wasn’t quite true, and there were
many bumps along the road (buy me a
beer sometime and I’ll tell you the full
story). But overall it was positive—I
found myself using the phone a lot more
(a habit I still have today), and consciously working with stakeholders to
understand their perspectives. I made
mistakes along the way, and I learned….
and I am still learning.

I took a deep breath and deleted (almost)
all of my CYA files, keeping only those
where there was a genuine project or
audit need. It was scary, but it felt like a
weight had been lifted.

I also picked up a useful test: Whenever
I feel like creating extensive records, I
ask myself “is this really necessary?”
and “is there something deeper at play
here?” and “am I dealing with this in the
most effective way?” It’s been a useful
sense-check, and one that has served me
well!

After all, who wants to work in an
organisation where everything has to be
archived in triplicate? Where folks don’t
trust each other? Where everything has

New Words For BAs
“ The T-wifi-light Zone ”
The only place you can position your webcam to both
A) get WiFi & B) have a respectable background.
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For BA related Videos,
Interviews & Webinars subscribe
to Blackmetric on YouTube.
Search ‘Blackmetric’ on YouTube
or visit
www.blackmetric.co.uk/youtube
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Using Human
Centred Design
Techniques to Set
Your 2021 Goals
Kay Hardy
Senior Service Designer
at Capita Customer
Management

audience in more depth and be more
creative in our approach.

What Is Human-Centred
Design?

Usually HCD is used to study end users
or customers. However, in this article we
are going to apply the techniques from
HCD to ourselves. By doing so we will
practice common HCD techniques and
familiarise ourselves with the HCD
mindsets. IDEO (early leaders of HCD)
set out these mindsets as:-

Human-centred design (HCD) is an
approach to problem-solving which
involves the end users and people
affected by the design decisions. After
understanding the people involved, we
then analyse challenges, collaboratively
form ideas and create solutions that are
centred around people’s needs. The
HCD process isn’t linear – as we build
understanding we might go back to idea
generation to test out different ideas.
There are many benefits to incorporating
tools from HCD in to our BA toolkit, as
they allow us to understand our target

Empathy - In order to have new solutions we need to know the different
people and scenarios. In this case we will
practise self-empathy. By doing so we
will be able to recognise our experience
and feelings and analyse these in a
structured way.
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Optimism - In order to make a change
we need to believe progress is possible.
We will embrace the possibilities for the
future.

Learning from failure - We will revise
our plan based on feedback and experience.
HCD Activities

Iteration - We will invite feedback from
your manager, colleagues and friends.
This will help you test and iterate your
personal development plan and objectives.

Follow the steps below to practice the
HCD method on yourself.
1. Retrospective - 15 mins
Reflect on your daily work and personal
life in 2020 (e.g. Figure 1). Capture what
went well/ what you enjoyed (red stickies), what didn’t go so well/ what you
didn’t like (blue stickies) and opportunities for the future (green stickies). Then
sort similar items together in clusters and
give each cluster a theme.

Creative confidence - This is the belief
that everyone is creative and we all have
creative capacity which drives innovation. In this exercise, you will roll your
sleeves up and use your imagination to
create new possibilities.
Making - We will make an idea real by
writing an article, so we could convey
an idea, share it and reveal opportunities
we didn’t think of.

How to apply this at work?
This technique can be used in a group
where everyone is invited to provide
input. It helps you identify issues and
insights. It can be used as part of a
project retrospective, gaining feedback
on an early idea, or even understanding
end user experience.

Embracing ambiguity - We embrace
the ambiguity of not knowing what our
future will look like straight away. We
will come up with creative ideas and
elaborate further.

Fig 1. Retrospective and clustering
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Fig 2. Cover story mock-up

team, select a relevant magazine and
draw up an idealised story of your idea.
This is a great way to promote an idea
and rally support.

2. Imagine the future - 30 mins
To explore possibilities for your future
we will write a hypothetical magazine
article (e.g. Figure 2). Choose the magazine you will be featured in 3 or 5 years
from now and date it as if it is a future
issue. Make sure you include a headline,
subheading and illustration. What are
you being featured for? Who is going to
talk about you and what will they say?
How did you get there and what’s next?
Refer to your stickies from your retrospective to help you build your story.

3. Create a plan to get there - 15 mins
Look at where you want to be and
identify what you need to achieve to do
so (e.g. Figure 3). Review the items from
your clusters and article, then on each
sticky note write down what might need
to happen to achieve your future state.
Identify key milestones and put this on
the top of the timeline. You don’t need
to be exactly sure of what to write but it
is important to try.

How to apply this at work?
This technique builds excitement by
showing a successful future state. As a
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Fig 3. Personal Development Plan

the things that need to take place. It
builds a shared understanding and prevents us from getting too caught up in
the detail. The technique is really flexible, it can be used from designing services to screen navigation.

If you have a lot of items you could
consider plotting them on a relative
importance/ difficulty grid to help you
prioritise (click here for a template).
Looking at your roadmap select 2-3
things you can get started with straight
away. If you decided to plot an importance/ difficulty grid these will be items
in the “quick wins” quadrant. You can
also add arrows to show dependencies
across different items and a rough
pathway of options, leading to 1 or 2
strategic goals. For the items you decide
to focus on you can set them out as
SMART objectives. Try and revisit the
diagram regularly to amend your plan.
Share this roadmap along with the
detailed SMART objectives with your
manager, mentor or colleague who can
help to make your goals possible and
keep you accountable.

Summary
HCD is a powerful tool which can be
applied to a wide range of contexts. But
using HCD in a work context without
any prior experience can be daunting.
Applying HCD to ourselves allows us to
start small and become familiar with the
concepts. As our confidence grows we
will be able to use HCD in larger groups
to better understand our problem, situation and, most importantly, people.
Further Resources
IDEO Design Kit: The Human-Centred Design Toolkit - A free 192-page
book, the Field Guide comes with 57
design methods. (Book Link)

How to apply this at work?
This technique allows us to think holistically and shows the structure of a
concept. It includes all the different parts
and how they relate to each other. At
work you can develop an idea with a
group and ask them to write or draw all

Gamestorming: A Playbook for Innovators, Rulebreakers, and Changemakers by James Macanufo and
Sunni Brown (Link to free resources)
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Is Feedback Really a "Gift"?
Adrian Reed
It’s difficult to imagine how any practitioner could improve without seeing,
seeking and considering feedback1.
There’s an often cited phrase that you’ve
probably heard before, it’s the kind that
adorns LinkedIN memes and motivational posters. It is:

this is something we should be grateful
for. However, in this short blog I want
to consider:
● Is all feedback a gift
it always consciously given)?

(is

● Is feedback always a gift?

“Feedback is a gift”

Most Feedback Is Tacit

It’s difficult to argue with the underlying
intent of this statement—it takes effort
for someone to explicitly consider a
situation and provide their feedback, and

Gifts, I would assume, are consciously
and explicitly given, they might be
wrapped up with a bow added to make
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them look pretty. When giving somebody feedback, there is often a similar
temptation—feedback is (quite rightly)
packaged into a neat box using words
that are deemed constructive and appropriate.

is to ask, or carry out further research or
testing. Else it would be very easy to
react to the situation in a way that
doesn’t ultimately help.
So it’s useful to look out for tacit feedback and use it to form a hypothesis of
what might be happening, which can be
tested and refined.

Yet in many cases feedback is tacit and
some may even be unconsciously given.
If you or I were facilitating a workshop
and 80% of the attendees didn’t return
after a short coffee break then that is a
form of feedback!. The people leaving
are sending a signal, even though they
may not consciously be intending to
provide ‘feedback’. The fact you are
reading this article now (as opposed to
other articles on this blog) is a form of
feedback; indeed there’s an entire discipline behind understanding web analytics and continually optimising websites.

Is All Feedback a Gift?
A few years ago I was just about to give
a presentation at a conference. I was due
to start in about 5 minutes, and the
audience was still filtering in. As
anyone who has ever given a presentation will tell you, those 5 ‘pre-presentations’ minutes are crucial; it’s necessary
to ‘stay in the zone’ and remain composed in what is an incredibly nervewracking environment.

The trouble with tacit feedback is:
I was chatting with some people in the
front row (as I often do, I find it easier
to have some friendly faces in front of
me!) when one of the audience members
collared me and started to give me
feedback about:

If you don’t look, you don’t see…:
Tacit feedback signals aren’t neatly
packaged up, it’s necessary to look for
them. Some are fairly obvious, some are
subtle.
It’s virtually impossible to interpret
without follow up: However, even
when these signals are seen, it’s hard to
know how to react. For example, if
people did leave halfway through your
presentation,
you’d
probably
be very upset and might think it’s to do
with the content you were presenting.
However, if it’s a physical meeting it
might equally be to do with the temperature of the room, flickering lights, a
clash of meetings or any number of other
things. The only way to know for sure

How he would run IIBA UK Chapter
differently (I was a volunteer board
member at the time)
A presentation I’d given somewhere else
a year or so ago
How the conference structure ought to
change, and how he had ideas that would
help
I can remember the conversation vividly,
because I had to cut him off mid-flow,
and say:
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“Thanks, this is all really useful feedback, but I need to focus right now—can
we discuss this another time?”

Conclusion: Giving or
Receiving Feedback Requires
Thought

He was fine with that, I took a deep
breath, composed myself and started the
presentation. However it nearly knocked
my focus…. It certainly didn’t feel like
a gift!

Thoughtful feedback, given appropriately really can be valuable. As practitioners of change, to make the most out
of receiving feedback we should look
for tacit signals to follow up on, as well
as the explicit feedback that people give
us. We should also feel comfortable
in stopping or deferring feedback if
we’re not in the right state of mind to
receive it.

There’s a Time and a Place
I’ve no doubt that the person giving
feedback had the best of intentions, they
just didn’t appreciate that the timing
wasn’t great. When giving unsolicited
feedback, it’s good practice to say something like:

When we have feedback to give, unless
we know the person extremely well
and know they’re ready to receive it, we
should ask.

“I’ve got some thoughts about XYZ,
would you like to hear them, and if so is
now a good time”?

After all: gifts are usually very graciously received. Unsolicited gifts from
people who the recipient isn’t close to
might be treated with suspicion. Perhaps
the same is true with feedback?

We never know what the other person is
going through, they might be dealing
with any number of different types of
trauma. Someone who is currently
dealing with moving an elderly relative
into care (and all the administrative and
financial burden that this entails) might
not be in a place where they’re ready to
discuss whether they ought to have used
4:3 or 16:9 slides during their last
presentation. So surely it’s best to ask
first?

Footnotes
1. Throughout this article, I am using the
term ‘feedback’ in a loose and general
sense, rather than in the more precise
sense that some systems thinking disciplines imply.

If you enjoy this magazine, subscribe to the free BA
Digest newsletter with BA resources from around the web

www.badigest.co.uk
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Concept Model
of Scrum
Fabrício Laguna,
The Brazilian BA

changes to the new version of the Scrum
Guide, launched in November 2020 by
Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland. I
thought I’d better dig a little deeper into
the subject before saying any nonsense.

I confess that there is something in
Scrum that has always disturbed me. It
is not the fault of the Framework itself;
my annoyance is more related to the
indiscriminate and out-of-context use of
scrum terms by professionals around the
world in a totally misguided way.

During my research, I used a technique
that I like very much to structure my
thoughts: Concept Modelling. I identified the terms that seemed to me to be
key to understanding the Scrum Guide
and classified them into some core concepts: Events, Roles (Scrum Team Members), Artefacts, and Commitments. I put
all the concepts in a diagram, used
different colours to group the terms of
each class, related the terms using verbs
that could generate wordings (factual
expressions), and organised it in a way
that I could quickly query for a clear and
simplified view of Scrum. I added some
pictures illustrating each concept and I
had the feeling that it could generate
value for other people too. Thus, the
Scrum Guide on a single page was born.

Scrum has become the most popular way
of organising teamwork among IT
systems development companies. In a
recent survey conducted by IIBA, 83%
of respondents claim to practice Scrum.
For many professionals, the terms Agile
and Scrum are considered synonymous
and inseparable. That's a very narrow
viewpoint. I also see endless discussions
about the role of Product Owner vs.
Business Analyst, which do not take into
account that PO is a role of Scrum and
BA is any practitioner of Business Analysis in any context (including POs in
Scrum).
I was recently invited to participate in a
live video conference to comment on
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Concept Model Diagram (with terms and relationships)

Scrum is quite simple. It is not a complete and fully prescriptive methodology, but only a Framework, that is, a
basic structure with reusable elements
by any organisation who wants to
assemble a team focused on the development and evolution of products incrementally. As a framework it does not
specify the techniques or tools to be used
and gives great flexibility to introduce
other roles, artefacts, and practices that
can help people to do their job better.
Therefore, it is possible to work in
different ways and still be considered
Scrum. You just have to make sure that

the concepts listed in the figure above
are present and some additional rules are
applied.
A concept model can be graphically
visualised on a diagram like this above,
but it would be incomplete without a
Glossary of Definitions for each term. I
tried to write down the essence of each
concept in short definitions that could be
listed in a more complete version of the
same figure by joining the diagram with
the glossary on a single page and this is
the result:
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Complete Concept Model (including definitions) Full image available at link below.
Printing cards using only the term on the
front and the full version with the definition on the back and playing on a blank
board, I imagined several dynamics to
be made using this model in the form of
a game to train teams on how to work in
Scrum. But these dynamics still need
more formalisation and for this I am
calling on contributors to test and evolve
this model.

In this material you will find:
��

A poster with the simplified
version (terms and verbs only)

��

A poster with the full version
(terms, verbs and definitions)

��

A blank board and two-sided
cards to play with your team

Download the material, print and write
me to tell how you are using it. If you
have suggestions for improvements in
the concepts model, email me at
thebrazilianba gmail.com and I will
be very happy to read them.

Blank board & playing cards for printing

I am a teacher and my intention is to
share knowledge in a simple and fun
way. I'll be glad to hear this endeavour
was helpful to anyone else.

The printing material can be downloaded
in PDF format on my website.
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Upcoming FREE #BACommunity Events
Attending a #BACommunity event is a great way to accelerate
your professional development. In just an hour you can hear a
different perspective on a set of topics.
You’ll always find a list of upcoming community events on our
website. Here’s a taster.

Event

Date & Time

Link

Cultivating Dissent: Why
Ensuring Voices Are Heard
is Hard with Raafat Zaini

Feb 11th
18:30 - 19:30
(UK Time)

More Info

BA Fringe: Celebrating
Ideas at the Edges (S2E2)

Feb 17th
18:30 - 19:30
(UK Time)

More Info

Mar 23rd
18:30 - 19:30
(UK Time)

More Info

Mar 18th
18:30 - 19:30
(UK Time)

More Info

A livestream BA TV show!
OKRs: The Holy Grail For
Organisational Success?
With Almudena Rodriguez
Pardo
BA Fringe: Celebrating
Ideas at the Edges (S2E3)
A livestream BA TV show!

There will be many more events to come too,
so be sure to keep a regular eye on our website!
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Migration Headaches:
Granularity of Data
Adrian Reed
I am sure many people reading this
article will have worked on one, or
probably many, projects which involve
migration of data from one IT system to
another. One of the things that the data
migration elements of these projects tend
to have in common is that they are
painful. It is not that migration of data
itself is always tricky, it is more that the
quality of data on the source system

tends to be an issue. Data cleansing and
data mapping can be tricky, particularly
when there has been poor data governance and stewardship. In a worst case
scenario, we might even find fields
being used for different purposes by
different teams, or there might be
‘debates’ over what specific data items
actually mean (“Order date is the date
the order is received”. “No! Order date
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is the date that the order is accepted,
which means payment has also been
made”).

this. Then it struck me, this used to be
included as standard, so it was never
noted on the system. The new system
has ‘greater granularity’, but there was
no way of correctly mapping the two as
the information wasn’t appropriately
recorded in the first place. This might
sound abstract, so let’s unpick this point
a little.

There are so many issues that we could
discuss, I’d like to zoom in on one: the
granularity of data.

What Does ‘Granularity of
Data’ Mean for Migration?

Imagine there’s a bounded list that an
agent chooses from to denote the usage
of the property. The option that they
choose here affects the premium, the
documentation, and the sections of the
policy that are activated.

This is probably best illuminated with
an example. My home insurance was
recently up for renewal, which I purchased via a large online insurer. Technically, they are a broker rather than an
insurer—but you wouldn’t know that to
look at them (as the policies are branded
with their logo, and you have to look
pretty hard to find out which insurer
actually underwrites them).

Field on existing system Mapped to
this field on new system
NO – No Business use
Business use

Close to the renewal date I shopped
around and found some slightly better
prices. I rang my insurer to see if they
could price-match, and I was surprised
as they asked me for a whole bunch of
information that they already had on
file. Concerned, I asked why, and the
agent explained to me that they had
migrated from one IT system to another,
and he no longer had access to the
‘legacy’ data.

NO – No

CL – Clerical Business Use Only
CO – Commercial use (visitors) CO –
Commercial use (visitors)
…etc… …etc…
Here we have an issue, because clerical
business use was accepted as standard,
it has never been recorded. Where a
policy has “No business use” selected
against it, this could mean either:

This lack of access to old data itself
worried me, but things got worse. When
I explained that I occasionally work
from home, the quote increased, and I
was told that the existing renewal quote
did not include this. This was extremely
worrying as this had always been
included on previous policies as standard—and I had a paper-trail that showed

● No business use at all
● Clerical business use
This causes an issue for mapping to the
new set of configured options, as there
is now a specific option for clerical
business use. Yet how do we map to
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simple and logical, (It’s easy to imagine
a tired stakeholder yelling “We need to
move on, we’ve got 17,017 other fields,
just map “no” to “no”, we’ll deal with
the fall-out if it happens!”) Yet where
there is a lack of granularity or certainty over the existing data sets we
really must ask “what is the impact of
this mapping?” Will it mean that our
data integrity is further eroded? Will it
lead to negative customer or business
outcomes? And if so, what can we do to
avoid these situations occurring?

this? One approach might be to map to
the ‘highest rated’ option (e.g. assume
clerical business use); but doing this will
likely increase the premium unnecessarily for those for whom this doesn’t
apply. Another, which the insurance
company appears to have adopted, is to
map to the ‘most favourable’ option (e.g.
assume no business use). Yet this has the
impact of potentially leaving someone
incorrectly insured, or at the very least
having incorrect paperwork. The most
thorough thing to do would be to contact
each customer prior to renewal and ask
them; or at the very least communicate
what the default will be and ask them to
correct this by exception, but this is
expensive (which is presumably why the
insurer didn’t do this).

As business analysts, we need to be
comfortable having conversations at the
‘micro’ level, on items such as this,
which may have far-reaching levels, as
well as at the ‘macro’ and strategic
levels. Our ability to look deep and wide
is one of the things that makes our role
so valuable.

It is easy to imagine, in the heat and
pressure of a migration workshop to
gloss over decisions like this. It looks so

Click For More Info
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Looking for Your
Next BA Role?
Make Your CV Stand Out!
Sarah Fitton, Career Coach/Business
Analyst Mentor, Coach Me To Success

Connect with Sarah on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahfit
ton/

Getting the Basics Right
● Lengthy documents. Your CV
should ideally be two pages long, three
at the most. Remember who the CV is
aimed at; it is not a historical record of
your career, but essentially a sales and
marketing tool. You might be really
proud of receiving an award for
customer service when you worked in a
contact centre 20 years ago but if it bears
no relevance to the role for which you

Looking for your next BA role? It is a
tough market out there right now so how
do you make sure that your application
stands out against your competition? As
a hiring manager, one of the biggest
issues I see relate to a poorly crafted CV.
So here are some top tips for how to
develop a CV that stands out.
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are applying, the leave it out! You will
need to be brutal here and focus on
content which sells you directly for the
role you are applying for.

longer recommended in
unconscious
bias
or
discrimination

case of
potential

● References available on request –
another common one from a few years
back, but this is taken as a given and
there is no need to waste precious space
on it

● Fancy formats. Many application
processes use an Applicant Tracking
System and these tools work best with
basic formatting so avoid fancy CVs
with lots of images and columns and
instead go for a basic text format in a
standard font. Do NOT be tempted to go
for a tiny font to squeeze more text in;
use narrow margins if needs be!

● Hobbies & interests – I’ve seen so
many CVs highlight how much people
love reading, running, cinema and
spending time with family and friends,
yet this information adds little real value.
By all means include this section if your
hobbies involve something a little
different which might be a talking point
or showcase additional skills (e.g.
Toastmasters, being a school governor
etc), but otherwise, leave the space for
something more useful.

● Avoid huge blocks of text.
Recruiters and hiring managers may be
skimming through a huge volume of
CVs and you only have 10-20 seconds
to make a good impression. A CV that
is full of large text blocks that isn’t easy
on the eye risks being thrown straight
into the reject pile, however great you
might actually be for the role! Use bullet
points and keep them to a maximum of
two lines.

Key content. The following sections
should be included.
● Personal summary – this is your
elevator pitch which gives a brief insight
into your suitability for the role and is a
teaser to catch the recruiter’s interest and
make them want to read further

Content
So what should you include on your CV?
What to leave out. Let’s firstly look at
what does not need to be included.

● Skills – pull out your key skills and
note them in a separate section. Using
the language in the job advert will
maximise your chances of being found
in recruiter searches.

● Curriculum Vitae heading. This is
outdated practice as it adds no value.
● Your full address - however, do state
your location (or the location where you
are looking for work if that is different
to aid in searches)

● Key achievements (optional) – you
may wish to pull out 3-5 top
achievements before you move into your
career history so that the most relevant
achievements are easily identified rather
than leaving the recruiter having to trawl

● Date of birth and marital status –
common some years ago, these are no
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through the rest of your CV for them. If
you do this, make sure they are relevant
to the role; picking a random set of
achievements will add no value.

what you have achieved, making sure,
most
importantly,
to
include
measurements where possible as part of
the result.

● Career history – this should be
chronological with your most recent role
first. Do not fall into the common trap
of transposing role profiles and
responsibilities into this section. A brief
paragraph of overall responsibilities is
fine, but this is your opportunity to
showcase relevant achievements.
Provide detail for up to 10 years, but no
more. You can add a list of previous
roles in a separate section to show your
early career

For example, maybe you implemented
some process improvements? Don’t just
state that this saved some time and / or
money - note the amount of any resulting
cost savings or time saved to make this
tangible to the reader.

Tailoring
This is really important to stand out in
today’s crowded market. I cannot
emphasise enough the importance of
tailoring your CV for each application.
Mimic the language used in the job
specification and advert, showcase the
relevant skills and achievements which
best sell you for the role and make sure
your personal summary and cover letter
specifically call out where you match the
job requirements.

● Professional
Development
–
highlight
relevant
courses
or
professional qualifications you might
have. Make sure these are relevant. That
swimming certificate from your school
days? Leave it out!
● Education – no need to go back to
O-levels or GCSE’s if you are educated
to degree level and remove dates for this
section to reduce risk of potential age
discrimination.

And Finally…
Spell check, spell check, spell check!
Before you send off your new, improved
CV? Ideally have someone whose
opinion you value to look over it for any
potential errors and definitely check
your spelling and grammar. So many
Business Analysts proudly state their
excellent written communication skills
and high attention to detail in their
summary or skills section only to send
over a CV peppered with silly
grammatical mistakes.

Showcasing Your
Achievements
These should be noted throughout your
career history section against each role.
You are probably familiar with the
STAR principle for answering
competency-based questions. On your
CV, consider the CAR format.
Challenge, Action, Result to document
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Customer Centricity Is
Crucial, But It's Not Enough
Adrian Reed
Many organisations position themselves
as being customer-centric, and in doing
so consciously put the customer frontand-centre of their decision making. In
a dynamic and competitive business
environment, this is a sensible move. In
many industries competition is rife and
the cost of switching is low, and it may
even be possible for a customer to
change supplier at the click of a button.
In this type of environment, being
efficient whilst also understanding
customer needs is of upmost importance.

and use a range of other techniques that
help us to ensure that we’ve fully
considered the types of experience that
our customers will have. This is sensible,
surely? I mean nobody would argue
against customer centricity, would they?

It’s About More Than Just
Customers
Customer centricity is a sensible
approach, and we should certainly
continue to use analytical techniques that
help us to understand and model the
needs of different types of customers.
However, in many situations, focussing
purely and exclusively on customer
needs can cause unexpected and often
problematic outcomes. In reality, our
organisations tread a nuanced balance
between customers, employees,
suppliers and many other interested
stakeholders too. Focussing on any one

This thinking, quite logically, permeates
into change initiatives too. As analysts,
we have a whole range of techniques that
allow us to understand customers, put
ourselves in their shoes, and create
exploratory models. Perhaps we use
elicitation techniques such as focus
groups,
market
research
or
questionnaires. Perhaps we develop
personas, customer journeys, scenarios
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of these to the exclusion of others is
likely to cause issues.

supplier experience?” Probably not very
often! Suppliers are crucial actors in the
delivery of goods and services to our
customer, but it is easy to neglect then.
Perhaps the same fictional insurance
company referenced in the previous
example has a contract with a whole
network of independent garages,
enabling customers to get their cars
repaired at a really convenient location
after an accident. This might be a real
benefit for the customer, but now
imagine that when implementing the
new digital portal, insufficient thought
was put into the authorisation and
payment processes—meaning that
invoices from garages were routinely left
unpaid, much to the frustration of the
(small) garages. Or perhaps as a manual
workaround they insist that each garage
fill in a whole series of clumsilydesigned forms and unnecessary reports
after each repair. This affects the
supplier experience to the extent that
they might choose not to work with that
insurer, or worse a customer might
arrive only to be told “we can’t help you
as we’re still waiting for 20 invoices to
be paid..”.

Let’s take a hypothetical example.
Imagine a motor insurance company
offers a brand new digital portal to its
customers. It allows customers to
manage every aspect of their policy
online, to make changes and even to
monitor claims. Customers can “chat”
to an advisor if they want advice,
although in most cases the portal is so
well designed it pre-empts their
questions and provides them contextsensitive information at the moment they
need it. The site also compares the
premium with competitors every year at
renewal, and matches the cheapest—
reducing the need for the customer to
shop around. This, from the perspective
of a customer, sounds fantastic!
But imagine the needs of other crucial
stakeholders—such as internal claims
handlers and suppliers—hadn’t been
considered. Perhaps claims handlers are
still stuck using a bulky old “green
screen”
mainframe
that
was
implemented in the late 80s. They see a
disparity between their IT system and
the “glossy” front end that customers
use. Lots of routine “re-keying” takes
place between systems, leading to the
potential for errors (which will,
ironically, affect customer experience)
and a general feeling of frustration.
Motivation suffers, as people feel they
do not have the tools to do the job. After
all, surely internal user experience is
a crucial consideration too?

Clearly these are hypothetical examples,
but they are intended to illustrate that
whilst being customer centric is
crucial, it is not enough. Focussing
purely on the “customer” (in a
conventional or narrow meaning of the
word) can mean that we neglect other
crucial stakeholders. As BAs, it is
crucial that we facilitate and co-create
outcomes where the needs and
perspectives of our wider stakeholder
communities are considered and
balanced.

And how often have you heard
somebody ask “how can we optimise our
40

Get up to speed quickly:

Tailored training for BA teams

info@blackmetric.co.uk
+44 (0) 23 9298 4546

www.blackmetric.co.uk
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At Blackmetric, we specialise in hands-on business analysis
training courses designed by BA practitioners for BA practitioners.
Our courses are highly interactive, with a key aim of embedding
actionable learning.
A particular speciality of ours is the development of bespoke
training courses. We’ll work with you to understand your team’s
specific needs, and we’ll build a tailored course especially for
you. Here’s a sample of just some of the courses we offer.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Introduction to Business Analysis
BABOK® v3 Awareness Course
Pre-Project Problem Analysis
A Practical Introduction to Use Cases
Pragmatic BPMN
Systems Thinking
Non-Functional Requirements Workshop
Enterprise (Strategy) Analysis
Effective Workshop Facilitation
Business Analysis: Leading from the Middle
CBAP®/CCBA™ Accelerator

Interested? Get in touch. We’d love to hear from you.
You’ll find more details about our courses on our website.

info@blackmetric.co.uk
+44 (0) 23 9298 4546

www.blackmetric.co.uk
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Effectively Leading Your
Teams Through Change
Vince Mirabelli

(Originally
published
on
vincentmirabelli.com. Republished with
permission.)

dream. Oh, how the times, they are a
changing.
In that period, we’ve had a forced
evolution in work. This time, it was out
of necessity. If we had resisted; well, we
really couldn’t, right? Not an option.
And it happened fast, so we found
ourselves in reaction mode, just trying
to stay afloat. We were forced to accept
the changes.

We’ve all heard the saying, that “the
only constant is change”…not to
mention death and taxes. But it’s true,
and it feels like now more than ever
before. I mean, just 7 short months ago,
we were sitting happily (?) in our offices,
doing whatever we were doing, and for
the most part, the idea of transforming
ourselves and our organisations into
remote-first working models was but a

Or were we?
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will tell you how you, as the leader, can
help them through the change. Allow
your team to freely express how they
feel, ask any questions, or raise any
concerns. That building of trust and
openness will extend beyond just the
initial transition period.

Even in the face of a pandemic, as with
any other change underway in our
organisations, we are still required to
accept the change; to allow it to take
hold. That includes us, and our
respective teams. And I want to go
beyond the usual “give them the
WIIFM” (what’s in it for them, in case
you didn’t know) that you normally see
in posts about organisational change. As
leaders, we need to be the beacon,
shining a light on the future state.

Communicate
And more is better than less. Or worse,
not enough. It is important to
communicate as information about the
change becomes known. And beyond
just the initial memo or meeting. That’s
not enough. You need to share what you
can, when you can. Some members of
your team will be good after the first
notice. Others will require more handholding. We flow through the change
process differently, so don’t assume that
your message has been heard and
accepted after your first time sharing it.

So what can we do to navigate the
treacherous waters of change, to the
smooth sailing seas? In my experience,
the best leaders;

Provide Clarity
It is vital that your team are aware of the
change, the potential and expected
impacts, and gain a clear understanding
of why it is happening. And this has to
be honest, unbiased, and free of
corporate spin. It’s important that they
trust the rationale and impacts, whether
positive or negative.

Have Empathy
Actually care about your team, and how
they are affected, and dealing with,
change. Of all the things on this list, this
is probably the hardest, so of course, it’s
also the most important. In fact, I’d say
if you just did this, the other ones would
fall into place.

Welcome Input
Don’t expect that you’re just gonna tell
your team about change, and they’re just
going to accept it and move on, free of
concern and questions. Enable multidirectional discussion, and encourage an
open dialogue, even if you and your
team can’t influence the change, they

Change is constant. It is inevitable. And
because of that, we need to make it easy.
Even when it’s hard.
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Is 'The App That Chimes the
Loudest' Robbing Your
Attention?
Adrian Reed

One of the first jobs I had was in an
insurance broker’s office. This was back
in the day when (believe it or not) people
used to buy home and motor insurance
face-to-face or over the phone from a
local broker. I sat in front of a monochrome ‘green-screen’ monitor in an
office full of folders, secure filing cabinets and a lot of physical paperwork.
Many of the “information systems” we
used were entirely manual, including a
‘date file’ that was nothing more
complex than an expanding folder with

31 pockets. If you wanted to remind
yourself to review a particular item on
the 28th, you’d put it in the pocket
marked ‘28’…
A lot of my work was administrative and
customer facing. It was a small office,
and work was triggered by information
or requests arriving. When I started
work, we didn’t have e-mail, so the
primary ways that information got in or
out of the office were by:
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● Post (delivered daily, batched and
sent daily)

customer (unless there was a very,
very good reason to do so).

● Fax

Technology and Intangibility
Disrupts the Perceived
Hierarchy

● Phone call
● Face-to-face

Whilst the ‘manual’ information systems
I worked with in the insurance broker’s
office might sound archaic, they were at
least ordered. Today we have ubiquitous
access to a wide range of communication
tools that enable us to send messages,
exchange information and collaborate.
This is hugely beneficial but it seems to
have created a deficit in focus. Twenty
years ago, we might have had two or
three inboxes to check (fax, e-mail,
post). Now, with the various social
media, collaboration tools and ‘productivity’ tools we’ve probably got twenty.
The urgency hierarchy is disrupted:
with an SMS, a WhatsApp, 37 e-mails
market ‘urgent’ and notifications from
all sorts of other tools, where does one
start?

● Occasional courier/urgent document
delivery
Since many of the processes were
manual, work was very tangible and
visible. Motor policies were applied for
via a ‘Proposal Form’, at which point a
handwritten ‘Cover Note’ was written.
The proposal form was then sent to the
insurance company by post. They then
sent a ‘Certificate’ back a few days later.
I am aware of how frighteningly archaic
this all sounds, but it really wasn’t that
long ago…
This tangibility somehow meant that
there was an inherent hierarchy of
attention. Let’s imagine it was first thing
in the morning and I’ve sorted the post
and I’m working through it (based on
the urgency of the items). The phone
rings, I’ll pick that up because it requires
an urgent response, it’s synchronous and
somebody is there waiting for attention.
If somebody walks in, I certainly won’t
hang up the phone, but I’d gesture to the
person to take a seat so they know I’ll
be with them as soon as I can. If a fax
came, or if a second bundle of mail
arrived whilst I was on the phone or
speaking face-to-face with someone, so
what? It’s asynchronous, it can (probably) wait. I certainly wouldn’t let a
newly-arrived fax or letter interrupt
a face-to-face conversation with a

It is all-too-easy to fall into patterns that,
when looked at objectively, are at least
‘sub-optimal’ and at worst downright
damaging to stakeholder or customer
relationships. Think back to the insurance broker’s office—if you were in
front of an insurance agent and they
interrupted you to say “oh, sorry, I’ve
just had a fax come in—I just need to
send a reply” you’d probably walk out.
Yet how many meetings do we see
people ‘multitasking’. Replying to emails and ‘instant messages’, tuning out
missing the opportunity to contribute
fully. If it wouldn’t be considered OK to
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start sifting through letters and faxes in
a meeting, why should it be considered
acceptable to sift through the electronic
equivalent?

● Phone: I’ll answer if I can, if I can’t
I’ll respond to voicemails ASAP
● Text/IM etc: Triaged a few times a
day. Generally same-day reply.

Instantaneous Response
Breeds Velocity

● E-mail: Triaged two or three times a
day and replied to based on urgency.
Urgent will get a same-day reply.
Others, particularly those requiring
work, will be acknowledged & scheduled.

It’s important that we remember that
‘Instant Messages’ are called ‘Instant’
because they arrive quickly, not that
they (necessarily) demand an instantaneous response. The cruel irony (and
believe me, I learned this the hard way)
is that the more IMs and e-mails you
send, the more you receive. And the
quicker you reply, the greater the expectation of speed, it’s a doom loop. This
might be important if the reply is genuinely urgent or if it is ‘blocking’
someone from proceeding. But if we’re
honest with ourselves it’s probably true
that few IMs and e-mails actually need
an instant reply. In the cold light of day,
some might not need replies at all.

● Post: Actioned every few days (very
little of this arrives these days).
● Fax: We still have a virtual fax
number, it hasn’t received a fax for over
a year. But faxes would be treated as per
e-mail.
I’m certainly not saying this is a universal hierarchy, nor that it’ll work for you.
It’s one that works for me in my current
context. When anything within the
context changes, the hierarchy needs to
be revisited. For example, if a relative is
unwell it might become more important
to check texts quickly. If a stakeholder
doesn’t like using, or can’t communicate
via phone then we’d need to adapt. What
is most important is having a hierarchy—
otherwise our attention and focus is
robbed by the ‘app that chimes the
loudest’. Surely we value attention
more than that?

Perhaps it’s worth harping back to the
old communication hierarchy, and creating our own versions to set expectations with colleagues. These hierarchies
will differ depending on context, but my
current hierarchy looks something like
this:

If you enjoy this magazine, subscribe to the free BA
Digest newsletter with BA resources from around the web

www.badigest.co.uk
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From Mentor to IIBA UK
President
Liz Calder, President, IIBA UK
quently underestimate the impact that a
mentoring relationship has on the
mentor and how it aids them in their
development.

When most people think of mentoring
for personal development it's normally
from the perspective of being mentored.
Having a mentor will help you develop
your career and clarify your thoughts;
they can see strengths, capabilities and
skills you don’t see yourself and identify
opportunities you may not normally
consider. However, I think we fre-

The IIBA UK scheme has been going
for five years and I applied to join it as
a mentor in its second year, I had led a
BA capability at work and got great
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satisfaction from helping people develop
themselves. I had also been mentored
myself, and so knew the great value you
can get from it however, I was nervous
at the idea of trying to help complete
strangers. Luckily, I wasn't doing this
unsupported as the scheme is designed
around the BABOK and gave me a
framework and techniques to structure
mentoring sessions, and help my
mentees understand their own capabilities, the resources they had available to
them, and how to make achievable steps
towards their goal.

or course correction. Outside the organisation, you're not able to do that in the
same way. I learned very quickly that,
while I could share my experience with
my mentees, I had to avoid suggesting
what they should do about a challenge.
They needed to come up with their own
solution, or they would not know how
to change approach if the first attempt
wasn’t fruitful.
My experience on the mentoring scheme
encouraged me to work more closely
with IIBA UK and I stood for election
as a Community Director and then as
President where I am part of the team
running the mentoring program. I am
delighted that the original designer of
the scheme - the professional mentor
Janice McNamara - is still working with
us to take the program from strength to
strength. Every year we learn from the
feedback we get from participants in the
program and refine the scheme to try and
make the best experience for UK business analysts.

I was matched with two business analysts at different stages of their careers
and each with different work challenges.
Our regular catch ups made me think
hard about the right questions to ask to
help them identify the problem they
wanted to solve. Like many of our
business analyst experiences the thing
that we first identify as the problem is
usually, on closer examination, only a
symptom. Then we need to dig deeper
to understand what is really happening.
This ability to probe, and help people be
self-directing is a key skill for any
business analyst. We are rarely leaders
in an organisational hierarchy and so
tend to lead through influence and by
supporting others. The skills I learned
through mentoring are ones I can use
every day with my work colleagues &
stakeholders.

Business Analysis is not just about being
able to draw a process diagram or elicit
a requirement or develop a user story.
It's also about working well with people
and, in the same way, you don't need
years of practical BA experience to
apply to be a mentor. As a mentor you
need to listen to your mentee, question
thoughtfully and let your life experience
provide insight to your mentee.

Mentoring across different organisations is quite different from mentoring
inside one. Inside an organisation, if a
mentee hits a bump in the road, then it
is easy for them to turn to you for help

As President of IIBAUK I am delighted
we are running the program again this
year and hope will join us. You can find
out
more
at
https://www.iibauk.org/mentoring.
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Tactical Problem Solving:
Brown Cow Revisited
Adrian Reed

If you’ve ever read the fantastic book
‘Mastering the Requirements Process’
by James & Suzanne Robertson, you’ll
be familiar with the ‘Brown Cow’
model. If you’ve not read it, I’d highly
recommend you get a copy, and in the
meantime you might want to watch this
short video which explains it.

strategically is to look at the situation
through all four of the brown cow
‘lenses’. It is usually the ‘above the line
thinking’, the redesigning of the work
between the ‘what now’ and the ‘future
what’ where the innovation really starts
to take shape. See the diagram below:

The ‘brown cow’ model gets its name
from English elocution lessons where
well-to-do students were taught to
annunciate correctly by repeating ‘how
now, brown cow’. When used in a
business analysis context, it reminds us
that we tend to start a situation with a
“How Now” view, a current state.
The brown cow model has two
dimensions: it separates the ‘real world’
from the ‘conceptual essence’ (how vs.
what) and it separates what’s happening
now from what could happen (now vs.
future). Although it isn’t designed to be
used in a strict order, one way of
navigating it when looking to understand
problematic situations and solve them

(From: Robertson & Robertson 2013)
Let’s illustrate this with an example.
Let’s imagine a commercial customer
has to physically sign a ‘work order’ for
work to commence and this is causing
delays and bottlenecks:
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Brown
Cow Lens

Questions to ask include

Example

How Now

How do we do the work now?
What technologies are involved?

A work order is signed by the
customer

What is the ‘essence’ of the
What Now work? How would we state this in The customer authorises the work
technologically agnostic terms?

Future What

How could the work be
redesigned to be ‘better’ (what
‘better’ means will vary
depending on the context)?

What technology will implement
Future How
the ‘future what’?

Work is provisionally preauthorised based on the customer’s
pre-defined preferences, they only
have to authorise exceptions
One possible option: A web portal
where the customer can set
preferences, payment limits and
define exceptions

This is an excellent way of using the
model, particularly when you extend the
thinking further and engage in ‘double
loop learning’ to question and refine the
collective understanding of the
problematical situation that you find
yourself in. However, sometimes we
might need to solve things quickly and
tactically in the meantime. Let’s explore
an example.

(script), which means it isn’t legally
valid. You’ll have to go back and get
them to sign it”.

Tactical Problem Solving: A
Trip To The Pharmacy

When I heard this conversation, my
analysis antenna twitched. I couldn’t
help thinking there must be a better way.
My mind went immediately to Brown
Cow, but using it (in this case) for
tactical, single-loop (“first order”)
problem solving. Put differently, we can
use it for short term firefighting, and
then once the fire is put out, work out
how to prevent future fires. To do this
initial tactical problem solving, we
traverse the model in an inverted ‘V’
shape. Let me explain with an example:

A short, polite but frustrated exchange
followed. It turns out the customer’s
doctor was 30 mins away from where
they lived, and getting an appointment
during a pandemic is challenging at the
best of times.

I was recently in my local pharmacy, and
I overheard a conversation at the
counter. A customer had brought in a
prescription, and the cashier had taken
it to the pharmacist. A few minutes later
the cashier came back and said:
“I’m really sorry, the doctor hasn’t
signed and dated the prescription
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(Adapted from: Robertson & Robertson 2013)

Brown
Cow Lens

Questions to ask include

Example

How Now

How does it work now? What
constraint is stopping it working
now?

We need a physical signature and
date, and we don’t have one

The signature represents the
authorisation of a doctor that a
What Now
particular patient should have
certain medicine
One possible option: Ring the
Future How How can we achieve doctor’s office on a known phone
(Immediate) the essence differently, now, or in number. Ask the receptionist to
Future How the immediate future to solve the validate that the prescription (script)
problem?
has been issued and/or speak to the
doctor if needed to clarify
What is the ‘essence’ of the
work? What does the physical
‘how’ represent?

has to go back, they’ll have to ring, make
an appointment, speak to the receptionist
when they arrive, utilise more of the
doctor’s time etc—perhaps a quick call
could resolve all of this, and surely
pharmacies have ways of contacting
surgeries to validate prescriptions
anyway if they think they might be
forged?)

It Doesn’t End There
This doesn’t solve the root cause, it
doesn’t re-define the work, so it is very
much ‘single loop’, first order learning.
But, it does improve the customer
experience and probably saves the
doctor’s office time too. (If the customer
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Of course, this is just an example and
there may be good reasons why this
proposed fix might not work in the real
world, however it illustrates the point.
It’s also possible, once the ‘what now’
is stated in essential, non-technical terms
to brainstorm other ways of tactically
solving the problem.

we shouldn’t forget that there are
stakeholders being affected now. The
tools we use for understanding messy
problems can also help us determine
initial interventions that can make a
difference. But we mustn’t lose sight of
the bigger picture too. This ability to see
the micro-level and macro-level, to
swoop ‘up’ to the 10,000 feet view and
then ‘down’ into the weeds and take
people with us so that we can understand
different perspectives is a crucial
analysis skill.

This might buy time and create space for
a more strategic and longer-term
discussion about how the root causes can
be addressed or how the overall situation
can be improved. This would require a
full use of the brown-cow model,
alongside many other tools besides!

References
Robertson, J. & Robertson, S. (2019).
Business Analysis Agility. Boston, Addison-Wesley/Person Education

So, in summary, whilst it is crucial that
we focus on longer-term, strategic
thinking about problematical situations,

Click For More Info
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Knowing When to Stop:
A Critical Skill for Business
and Data Analysts
Adriana Beal
(Originally
published
on
bealprojects.com. Republished with permission.)

when I was working as an electronic
engineer for a company developing
communication devices. We spent a lot
of effort improving transmission rates
and signal range so that customers could
send data faster with network devices
placed farther from each other without
losing reception quality. After developing what could be considered a “best in
class” product, we saw our market share
dwindle as customers moved to competitors with products that weren’t as fast

Knowing when to stop optimising a
product, feature, model, process is an
incredibly valuable and often underestimated skill for any knowledge worker,
from engineers and product managers to
data and business analysts.
I was lucky to have the opportunity to
learn this lesson very early in my career,
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and didn’t cover as much distance but
were cheaper and fully solved the
customer’s problem.

Ready for Review but does not include
the label Marketing Campaign“), and
so forth.

Turns out we were continuing to optimise our products on dimensions of
quality that were already overserved.
Our customers didn’t need better transmission rates or broader signal range;
they were happy with the performance
levels achieved by our current version
of the product. When faced with a choice
of a product that exceeded their expectations and was more expensive, and a
competitor’s product that was fit for
purpose and much cheaper, they naturally selected the cheaper alternative that
let them keep some their budget to spend
in more value-adding equipment or services.

There will be a point in the improvement
process where the law of diminishing
returns will start to apply (when the level
of return or benefit gained is less than
the amount of money or energy invested
to produce it). If you’re not careful, you
may find yourself on the wrong side of
an inverted U curve where, after a
certain amount of improvement, adding
more bells and whistles starts to actually
hurt user satisfaction due to new barriers
to users performing their routine actions
of labelling posts as a result of excessive
design complexity or another issue.

Here are a couple of additional examples
that illustrate the importance of “knowing when to stop” in business and data
analysis contexts:
Feature improvement
Imagine you’re working on a content
management application that is used to
publish blog posts to customers’ websites. The application has a feature that
allows authors to label their drafts to
identify the topic of the post, flag the
post as ready for revision, etc. As the
product manager of the application, you
might be tempted to continue to improve
the label feature indefinitely: allowing
the ability to organise labels into categories (e.g., topics, publication stage,
etc.), search for labels using auto-fill,
filter posts not only by label but by more
sophisticated conditions (“post has label

Source:
https://apps.axibase.com/chartlab/2ef0
8f32
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Visual analytics for streaming data

● Make sure to ask good questions that
challenge your current beliefs. Are we
focusing on the opportunities we should
address, or merely the opportunities we
can address? How might we go looking
for contradictory information to avoid
taking actions that will be regretted later
because of the lack of real benefit
achieved?

The analysis of streaming data (data that
is generated continuously rather than
collected in a single pass) presents a new
set of challenges for the designers of
visual analytics tools. The scale of the
data to be processed and visualised
create challenges for an interactive
system to update and render information
at the necessary rate.

● Use frameworks like the Kano model
to better understand the limits of the
functional and emotional benefits gained
by continuing to embellish and enhance
must-have product features, as well as
to identify undesired features that can
actually create negative impact.

Here the same concept of the inverted U
curve applies. The human visual system
is bounded by some well-understood
perceptual limits. At some point, additional improvements to the frequency in
which information is updated and rendered won’t be detectable by humans,
and could hurt the quality of the solution
by requiring degradation of data sampling and analytics to meet the enhanced
visualisation need. Knowing when to
stop optimising data visualisation would
allow us to terminate any additional
computation at that optimal point
without degrading the visual display’s
accuracy.

● Recognise that most big things start
small. As Jeff Bezos said, “The biggest
oak starts from an acorn and if you want
to do anything new, you’ve got to be
willing to let that acorn grow into a little
sapling and then finally into a small tree
and maybe one day it will be a big
business on its own.” Use the concept of
minimum viable product to build the
smallest thing you can build that delivers
customer value (and as a bonus captures
some of that value back). Ensure you’re
collecting the maximum amount of validated learning about your customers,
what jobs they’re trying to get done, and
what outcomes they are trying to
achieve. Armed with this knowledge
you’ll be able to systematically and
predictably identify the opportunities to
target important, underserved outcomes
and avoid the risk of focusing on the
unimportant, overserved ones.

How to avoid the
consequences of not knowing
when to stop
Now that we know what the problem is,
how can we avoid it?
While merely being aware of the
problem can help us avoid it, we can go
a step further and adopt certain practices
to prevent serious mistakes when deciding where to focus our resources.
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Register For An Upcoming Course
In need of some professional development?
Join us for these practical, hands-on, live online training
courses. Attend from the comfort of your home or office,
wherever you are in the world!
See a full list of public courses at blackmetric.com/events/category/course

Course

Date & Duration

Link

Strategic Business Analysis:
Your Practical Toolkit*
*10% off for BA Digest
Readers!

8th Feb
Half Day (PM)

More Info

Mastering the Requirements
Process

23rd - 25th Feb
3 Days

More Info

Pre-Project Problem Analysis

9th March
1 Day

More Info

Systems Thinking for Business
Analysts: Understanding
‘Messy’ Problems

10th March
1 Day

More Info

Pre-Project Problem Analysis
(2 Day, In-Depth Version)

25th March
2 Days

More Info

Successful Stakeholder
Engagement: Building
Connection and Rapport
Through Mindfulness

13th April
Half Day (AM)

More Info

Find out more about in-house, private training for teams at:
www.blackmetric.com/welcome-to-blackmetric/training
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